Air Sea
BioShipper™ - 1

Conforms with the I.C.A.O. Packaging instruction 650

BioBag - 1
1 bag supplied only, additional bags sold separately (CODE 751)
150 x 215mm Int Dims

4-Bay Absorbent Cushioning Pouch
115 x 200mm (CODE 740)
absorbs 120ml of fluid

BioShipper - 1
243 x 182 x 84mm
Int Dims (CODE 761)

Typical Vials
(Not Supplied)

Sufficient absorbent material must be used to absorb the entire contents and cushioning to prevent breakage

Pre-printed UN3373 Label

Foil Tamper Evident Seal (CODE 742)

95Kpa BioBag - 1 (CODE 751)

NOTE:
The BioShipper 1 is supplied flat packed ready to ship, the BioShipper 1 is designed with fast easy pop up construction, capable of carrying up to 4 x BioBag 1. The box dimensions allow the full internal capacity of the BioBag 1 to be utilised, enhancing the economical performance of the packaging, whilst reducing transport volume weight costs.

The BioShipper 1 comes complete with:
Code 751, 95Kpa BioBag 1
Code 742, Security Seal
Code 740, 4 Bay Absorbent Cushioning Pouch
Outer Box with Pre-Printed UN3373 Label
Instruction Sheet

THERMAL CONTROL
A variety of Thermal Control Units for transportation in dry ice or coolpacks are available, please see our Thermal Control Unit brochure

It is the Shippers responsibility to ensure that packagings conform to the Relevant Transport Regulations.

This packaging is NOT a U.N. Certificated Packaging for the transport of class 6.2 Infectious Substances, Category A and does not conform to I.C.A.O./I.A.T.A. Packaging Instructions 620